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to have a good idea if we have little knowledge of the subject, and impossible to have it
if we have no knowledge. Good ideas are based on past experience and formerly acquired
knowledge” (p. x). It is left to the reader to discover more resemblances besides these seven
methods.
In a more general comparison Hogendijk points out that,
(1) Polya’s book is written with a teaching situation in mind, but al-Sijzı¯ wrote his
treatise for the researcher and the scholar.
(2) Polya’s book was written almost 10 centuries after the treatise of al-Sijzı¯ and
mathematics changed a lot during that period. However, Polya’s subject overlaps with that
of al-Sijzı¯.
(3) Unlike Polya, al-Sijzı¯ did not mention problems in arithmetic and algebra.
(4) Al-Sijzı¯ pays more explicit attention than Polya to the basic structure of mathe-
matics.
Hogendijk concludes that the agreements between Polya and al-Sijzı¯ are more impressive
than the differences and that Polya would have been very excited to know that he had an
Iranian predecessor almost 10 centuries earlier.
In the first part of the text, al-Sijzı¯ explains the theory of problem solving “abstractly, in a
deceiving and illusory manner” (p. 6) to continue in the second part “in a profound way, with
clear explanations and the presentation of examples, so that it is perceived and understood
completely” (p. 6). Here eight examples are treated of the kind generally found in Islamic
mathematics in the 10th century. Hence the problems concern constructing figures, ratio,
transformation, geometrical algebra, special properties of triangles or circles, and applying
special tricks; analysis, synthesis, and deduction are demonstrated.
Following the tradition of al-Sijzı¯ and Polya, Hogendijk has given an extremely clear
explanation of the text. He has based workshops on this booklet, a practice the reviewer
greatly recommends.
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Condorcet was born on September 17, 1743, and died as a result of the Reign of Terror
in France on March 29, 1794. Of his Essai sur l’application de l’analyse a` la probabilite´
des de´cisions rendues a` la pluralite´ des voix of 1785, Isaac Todhunter [4, 352] wrote that
“the obscurity and self-contradiction are without any parallel. ... We have not observed any
recognition of the repulsive peculiarities by which it is so undesirably distinguished.” Yet
recognition did come [5] some 170 years later for ideas on systems of voting within that
book, of which an annotated English translation is now in preparation. Little known even
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by title is Condorcet’s posthumously published (in 1805, and reprinted in 1985) ´Ele´mens du
calcul des probabilite´s et son application aux jeux de hasard, a` la loterie et aux jugements
des hommes, which was conceived as a (first, for its time) higher-education text on its subject
matter, but was garbled in its printing. Its drafts influenced Lacroix and his eventual (1816)
influential Traite´ e´le´mentaire de calcul des probabilite´s.
Condorcet is credited with coining the expression calcul des probabilite´s, assisted in his
role as permanent secretary of the academy the young Laplace in his career, and probably
served to focus the latter on interesting problems involving the application of the probability
calculus to social issues. Laplace’s work on the theory and applications of probability cul-
minated in the definitive The´orie analytique des probabilite´s of 1812, replacing de Moivre’s
The Doctrine of Chances (3rd ed. 1756) as the standard reference on probabilities.
The only one of Condorcet’s writings that has continued to be read is probably the
Esquisse d’un tableau historique des progre`s de l’esprit humain, which he wrote while in
hiding from the Terror. This work influenced Malthus and the demographers of the 19th
century (such as Moheau, La Michodie`re (Messance), and Duvillard).
The material of the present book is organized chronologically: (a) “La pe´riode de “ges-
tation: 1767–1783,” as Chapters 1–2; (b) “Les me´moires et ouvrages sur les probabilite´s:
1784–1787,” as Chapters 3–5; and (c) “La the´orie a` l’e´preuve des faits: a` partir de 1786,”
as Chapter 6. Chapter 3 contains the six-part “Me´moire sur le calcul des probabilite´s”
from the Me´moires de l’Acade´mie royale des sciences (of Paris) and the articles from the
Encyclope´die me´thodique.
There is a splendidly meticulous concluding section titled “Bibliographie,” which begins
on p. 695 and gives bibliographic abbreviations followed by three sections, the first of
which is “Textes de Condorcet publie´s dans cet ouvrage.” This has subsections listing
those works of Condorcet already published and here reproduced entirely; those already
published and reproduced in part, including the tables of contents of the Essai and ´Ele´mens;
and those previously unpublished or previously partially unpublished. The second section
lists writings of Condorcet cited but not here reproduced. The third section is titled “Autres
ouvrages et articles cite´s,” which is the work of other authors, taking up pp. 707–723. There
is then a name index and a small subject index (pp. 740–742) (“Ceci n’est qu’un index
sommaire, limite´ a` quelques notions ...”). The reviewer would have liked to see, for greater
convenience, a listing in the name index (or elsewhere) of the years of birth and death of
the principal players, as in Hald [2]. Hald cites the present book, and Condorcet’s Essai and
´Ele´mens, and discusses the contents of both briefly on his pp. 567–571.
A standard modern reference [3] makes the point that it was Condorcet who rediscovered
in 1781 Bayes’s memoir (of 1764) regarding inverse probability. Bayes’s result became
the most important tool for statistical inference in the 19th century, when combined with
the principle of insufficient reason. Some of Condorcet’s work published in the present
volume suggests that the young Condorcet anticipated Laplace in the use of such arguments.
Dale [1] devotes Chapter 5 to Condorcet on inverse probability. The Encyclope´die articles
anticipate, among other things, models of dependence in the Markovian sense and treat the
St. Petersburg problem.
The editors of the present work interpret the “political arithmetic” in its title in Condorcet’s
own broad sense, essentially to include everything that Condorcet wrote related to the
application of quantitative methods to social problems. In addition to probability-related
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material, the book contains correspondence, eulogies, essays, reports, and reviews. This
is accompanied by much scholarly commentary and meticulous exposition from Bru and
Cre´pel on the basis of impressive bibliographic sweep and incisive perception. The book is of
wide historical interest on account of Condorcet’s own breadth of activities and associations,
which include the names, in addition to those mentioned above, of d’Alembert, Arago, the
Bernoullis, Borda, Bossut, Buffon, La Condamine, Dupont de Nemours, Euler, l’Hoˆpital,
Huyghens, Lavoisier, Legendre, Necker, Pascal, Trembley, Turgot, Voltaire, and Wargentin.
It is also pleasantly formatted and pleasing to the eye.
Condorcet and Laplace overlapped in their interests and destinies only to a point. This
book, surely a labor of love, will help restore Condorcet to stature closer to that enjoyed by
Laplace. Their names have figured prominently in a recent conference, “The First American
Census in Methodological Perspective,” Washington, DC, Nov. 12–14, 1998, because of
their contemporaneity with Thomas Jefferson in Paris.
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Historical research naturally goes back and forth between theories and material, origi-
nal texts and their interpretation, questions and documents. The book under review makes
available for the first time a crucial set of 668 documents from the history of the so-
called Italian school of algebraic geometry; it contains the letters from Federigo Enriques
to Guido Castelnuovo (the other half of this correspondence seems to be lost). The let-
ters show the development of key notions of the theory of algebraic surfaces, often on a
day-to-day basis. To be sure, the letters that Enriques writes to his friend not only contain
mathematical discussions but also reflect a fair amount of the social life of the mathematical
community (comments on colleagues and their students, positions, university politics), top-
ics of general interest, and private matters (some of the latter have been suppressed in this
edition). In fact, the author has extremely widespread interests (in particular, in philosophy)
